
Bali Action PlanBali Action Plan

!! Mandate: shared vision on long term cooperation Mandate: shared vision on long term cooperation 
for full, effective and sustained implementation of for full, effective and sustained implementation of 
the Convention.the Convention.

!! Dealing with all four building blocks.Dealing with all four building blocks.
!! Guided by provisions and principles of the UNFCCC, Guided by provisions and principles of the UNFCCC, 

particularly CBDR.particularly CBDR.
!! With a view to achieving the ultimate objective of With a view to achieving the ultimate objective of 

the UNFCCC: prevent dangerous anthropogenic the UNFCCC: prevent dangerous anthropogenic 
interference with the climate system in a way that interference with the climate system in a way that 
is compatible with sustainable development.is compatible with sustainable development.



GuidanceGuidance

!! Deal with an implementation deficit.Deal with an implementation deficit.
!! No renegotiation of the Convention, but a new No renegotiation of the Convention, but a new 

cooperation approach.cooperation approach.
!! All have responsibilities, but there is a distinction, in All have responsibilities, but there is a distinction, in 

intensity and legal nature, between the intensity and legal nature, between the 
responsibilities of AI and NAI.responsibilities of AI and NAI.

!! Combines the demands of dealing effectively with Combines the demands of dealing effectively with 
climate change and advancing sustainable climate change and advancing sustainable 
development. Sustainable development is a development. Sustainable development is a 
condition for dealing with climate change, both in condition for dealing with climate change, both in 
mitigation and adaptation.mitigation and adaptation.



Financing and TechnologyFinancing and Technology

!! Article 4.7: support determines levels of action for Article 4.7: support determines levels of action for 
NAI countries. NAI countries. 

!! Innovative approach on technology development, Innovative approach on technology development, 
diffusion and transfer, to permit facilitated access diffusion and transfer, to permit facilitated access 
to clean technology. IPR.to clean technology. IPR.

!! Financing cannot depend solely on markets, it Financing cannot depend solely on markets, it 
demands significant scaling up of public sector demands significant scaling up of public sector 
funding, on a funding, on a concessionalconcessional basis.  basis.  

!! The offset market is an instrument of KP. In an The offset market is an instrument of KP. In an 
enhanced action Convention context, NAI and AI enhanced action Convention context, NAI and AI 
efforts should not offset, but add up.efforts should not offset, but add up.

!! Institutional arrangements within the Convention.Institutional arrangements within the Convention.



AdaptationAdaptation

!! Ensure adequate priority and financing for Ensure adequate priority and financing for 
adaptation.adaptation.

!! AdditionalityAdditionality of the adaptation challenge in relation of the adaptation challenge in relation 
to the development challenge. Equity.to the development challenge. Equity.

!! New and additional financing, beyond ODA.New and additional financing, beyond ODA.
!! Action oriented, moving beyond collection of info.Action oriented, moving beyond collection of info.
!! Strengthening national capacity, for countryStrengthening national capacity, for country--driven driven 

adaptation according to local conditions. adaptation according to local conditions. 



MitigationMitigation

!! Global effort.Global effort.
!! Distinct contributions: absolute reductions for AI Distinct contributions: absolute reductions for AI 

(25(25--40% as midterm); substantial deviation from 40% as midterm); substantial deviation from 
baseline for NAI (IPCC).baseline for NAI (IPCC).

!! Equitable burden sharing and historical Equitable burden sharing and historical 
responsibility.responsibility.

!! Define criteria of comparability, ensuring that the Define criteria of comparability, ensuring that the 
commitments of AI parties reflect their level of commitments of AI parties reflect their level of 
development and capacity to cope with climate development and capacity to cope with climate 
change.  change.  


